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http://news.trust.org//item/20140819084755-sykwl


Symbolic gestures

Demonstrations

Organizations

Activists

http://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-34135267
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1968_Olympics_Black_Power_salute
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Panther_Party
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Malcolm_X


Individual
Mohamed Bouazizi

Collective
Tunisian Revolution

Transnational
‘Arab Spring’

Libya, 2011

Egypt, 2011

Tunisia, 2010

Sudan, 2011

Algeria, 2010

(around 20 countries affected in total)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:The_rest_will_follow_(2010%E2%80%932011_Arab_world_protests).jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mohamed_Bouazizi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tunisian_Revolution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arab_Spring
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arab_Spring
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arab_Spring






Example research questions

● How does protest build up

○ Resources e.g. money, expertise

○ Leadership e.g. activists, organisations

○ Symbols e.g. imagery, events

● How does protest expand

○ Politicization partisan involvement

○ Nationalization nationwide issue expansion

○ Diffusion transnational imitation



https://www.imarabe.org/en/rencontres-debats/maghreb-l-heritage-a-l-epreuve-de-l-egalite


Historical v. strategic choices in movement tactics

http://myjetpack.tumblr.com/post/32728401649


Nationalized repertoires of contention (Tilly 1984)



Innovation and disruption

https://www.franceculture.fr/societe/de-la-capote-geante-au-faux-mariage-gay-quand-act-etait-activiste
https://www.franceculture.fr/societe/de-la-capote-geante-au-faux-mariage-gay-quand-act-etait-activiste






https://www.lemonde.fr/afrique/article/2019/02/28/ces-youtubeurs-algeriens-qui-protestent-contre-bouteflika_5429547_3212.html
https://www.lemonde.fr/afrique/article/2019/02/28/ces-youtubeurs-algeriens-qui-protestent-contre-bouteflika_5429547_3212.html
https://www.lemonde.fr/afrique/article/2019/02/28/ces-youtubeurs-algeriens-qui-protestent-contre-bouteflika_5429547_3212.html


Material violence

https://blasphegme.noblogs.org/


Symbolic violence

https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/120_battements_par_minute
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/120_battements_par_minute


https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/120_battements_par_minute
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/120_battements_par_minute






Models of collective action

● Is protest ever a rational behaviour?

○ Free-riding on public goods (Olson 1971)

○ Cascade effects and tipping points

● Can protest ever be effective without

○ Inspirational leaders?

○ Some form of emotional appeal?

○ Collective identity formation?

○ Actual successful claims?

http://www.oxfordscholarship.com/view/10.1093/acprof:oso/9780195162011.001.0001/acprof-9780195162011
http://www.oxfordscholarship.com/view/10.1093/acprof:oso/9780195162011.001.0001/acprof-9780195162011


Reading 5



Definitions of protest

● Way to participate in politics
along following the news, discussing, attending meetings

● Way to pressure a government
along voting, military intervention, diplomacy

● Way to influence decision-makers
through indirect persuasion

● An expression of modern, national politics
(nationalization, mass education and communications)

→ Varying repertoires of protest



● Thresholds on the conventionality continuum

○ Unconventional (e.g. petitions)

○ Direct action (e.g. boycotts)

○ Illegality (e.g. occupations)

○ Violent (e.g. hostages)

● Logics (as well as emotions and values) of protest

○ Numerical strength ≈ magnitude of dissent

○ Material disruption (violence, boycotts)

○ Bearing witness (e.g. civil disobedience)

Categories of protest



● Cross-national diffusion (imitation, transfer)

● Cycles (waves, campaigns) of protest / conflict

Contemporary issues in mobilization

The text you read was 
published in 2006.

What would you add to 
this section of it today?

https://doi.org/10.1177%2F0022343319856046
https://doi.org/10.1177%2F0022343319856046


 QUESTIONS 



10 minute break

http://blog.artlyst.com/art-of-resistance/tipping-over-democracy-and-many-other-things-you-value/


Midterm 
exam grades

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1741-3737.2005.00175.x/abstract
http://phdcomics.com/comics/archive_print.php?comicid=974
http://phdcomics.com/comics/archive_print.php?comicid=974


Overall performance

● Multiple-choice questions (all students)

○ Average at 7.32 out of 10

○ Range from 3 to 10

● Short essay (tutorial groups 1 and 3)

○ Average at 6.8 out of 10

○ Range from 5.1 to 8

● No grades below 10 on exam (tutorial groups 1 and 3)

● Feedback to follow by email (tutorial groups 1 and 3)



Grading criteria on short essay question

● Academic English

(including properly cited sources)

● Dimensions of power and their differences

(with an emphasis on the latter)

● Authors and examples

(see e.g. Clemens 2016 ch. 1)

● Contextual information

(theoretical background)

required for 
high grades



Presentation 
workshop

http://www.edward-hopper.org/conference-at-night/
http://www.edward-hopper.org/conference-at-night/


Meta-reading of della Porta and Diani (2006)

Elements in red are relevant to your presentations

● The text is a textbook chapter

○ Terminology (definitions)

○ Classifications (typologies)

● Examples are comparable case studies

● References cover several decades

○ Insights from different authors, approaches, disciplines

○ Complementary and competing theoretical frameworks



Theories of collective action (Clemens 2006, ch. 6)

● Emotions and interests (e.g. opposition to colonialism) are 
rarely sufficient on their own for mobilization to occur

● Resource mobilization (McCarthy and Zald 1977) — dissent 
never in short supply, unlike financial and organizational 
resources (e.g. meeting spaces, recruitment ties)

● Political opportunities (e.g. elections, dominant frames) 
and decision-making opportunity structures (Kitschelt 1986)

● Patterns of (de)mobilization (socialization, preference 
formation, careers trajectories, constrained choices)



For your presentations (and for your sources)

● What kind of a case study are you offering?

(what is the class of cases in which your topic fits)

● What research question are you trying to answer?

(what is the empirical problem under examination)

● What theoretical framework are you applying?

(what is the generic solution to your empirical problem)

● Do the facts confirm or contradict the theory?



♯ Tracklist for Tutorial 5

● The Rolling Stones, “Street Fighting Man” (1968)

Hey! Think the time is right for a palace revolution
But where I live the game to play is compromise solution

● The Wailers, “Get Up, Stand Up” (1973)

Get up, stand up, stand up for your rights
Get up, stand up, don’t give up the fight

● Jeff Mills and the Montpellier Philharmonic Orchestra,
“The March” (2005)

(instrumental)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jFvtMp7hRF8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F69PBQ4ZyNw
https://youtu.be/3wPbNf1jhzM?t=7m58s

